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Ali’s teacher asked him to guess a suitable word for each picture and write it in the blanks. Can 

you help him? 

1. They are cutting the trees. They are ………………………..…….  the jungle. 

2. Dr. John is a researcher . He is trying hard to find new………………. for children 

measles. 

3. Daily …………..........…  keeps us healthy. We should do it 30 minutes every day. 

4. It is enjoyable for parents to watch their children ………..……….…  rapidly. 
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Here are a few important tips doctor gave to my father. He said that my father should take the 

advice in order to have a healthy life. Use the following words to complete it. (One word is extra) 

Exercise – energetic – cells - feels weak - giving up – heart - blood 

Prescription 

            Patient’s name: Hassan Nabavi                Age: 50               Gender: Male                 Date: 2019/5/4 

1) ……………………… smoking is probably the greatest single step you can take to improve your health. 

2) Most adults need 7 to 9 hours a night for the best amount of sleep. By having enough sleeping, you will be 

more ……………………………..…… during the day. 

3) Daily ……………….… helps you to have a long lifespan, and it will lose your weight if you are overweight. 

4) Eating healthy food and less low-fat dairy can reduce your risk of ………………………..… disease, and it 

can lower your …………………….… pressure. 

5) You need daily vitamin C for continued health; it increases the production of withe ………….….… in body.  
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Imagine you are rich and you want to buy a house and a car. Which one do you prefer? Explain 

your reasons in a paragraph using comparative and superlative forms. 
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Nader is an energetic boy. He goes to English class three times a week. But he doesn’t know the 

right place of each word to make correct sentence. His mother gives him this homework to make 

sure he learns the correct way of ordering words in a sentence. Let’s help him by Unscrambling 

the words below and putting them in the correct order. 

1.you / home / as / call / I / as / I / get / soon / should 

2.heart / billions of / red / pumps / cells / tiny / all around the body / blood.   
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C. Match the words from column A with the definition in column B. ( 2 points ) 

           A                                                                    B 

1. pilgrim                   (   ) to keep someone or something safe from injury, damage, or loss 

2. recycle                   (   ) a scientific test that you do to see if something is true 

3. experiment             (   ) to process waste materials into new material or products 

4. protect                   (   ) a person who makes a journey, often long, for religious reasons 

                              (   ) to make something for the first time 
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Grammar:Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

1. Reza ………………..……. the physics problem when the telephone rang. (to write) 

2. My computer often crashes and turns off by ........................... . ( it ) 

3. When I was 2 years old , I ............................. ride the bicycle. ( can ) 

4. You have to do your homework more ................................ . ( careful ) 

5. Ali ..................................... a new car next week. He told me last week. ( buy ) 

6. Are you sure this is the .................................... way of doing it? ( good ) 
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Reza and Ali who have started learning English are having a conversation about endangered 

animals. During their conversation, they forget some words and need your help to tell them. 

Read their conversation below and fill in the blanks using one of the options. 

Ali: Today our teacher talked about endangered animals. 

Reza: What an interesting topic! Tell me more about it. 

Ali: He told us that when the number of people on earth 

………………… (1), animals need more places for 

living. Sometimes because of humans cutting the trees, 

their ……………….……. (2) homes are destroyed. 

Reza: Wow! What animals are endangered right now? 

Ali: One of the most endangered ones in Iran which is 

about to …………………… (3) is Iranian cheetah. But 

right now many people are helping and we ..……… (4)  

to  save them from extinction. 
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Reading 

I)Are you interested to know about tourism and travelling? Read the following passage and find 

out interesting facts about it. To see how much you have understood, answer the questions after 

the passage. (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Fill in the blanks based on the passage. (1.5) 

 

a) Tourism became popular about ……………….…… years ago. 

b) When airplane travel became cheap, tourism started to ……………………..… . 

c) The people you traveled in the past were called …………………... . 

in second line refer to? (0.5) itWhat does ) 2 

 

3) What is meant by the last line “Tourism is really making the world a global village.”? (1) 
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Tourism has changed a lot over the past few decades. It 

probably didn’t exist  tIis actually quite a new thing. 
fifty years ago. The only people who traveled then were 

rich, and they were called travelers. Tourism started to 
grow when airplane travel became cheap. The idea of 

foreign travel suddenly became very popular. There is 
hardly a corner of the earth untouched by tourism. The 
number of tourists is also rocketing. Millions of people 

from Russia, India, and China, are now taking 
vacation. Tourism is really making the world a global 

village. 
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II)Have you heard of Parvin Etesami? Here is a brief biography. Read and enjoy. Answer the 

questions after the passage to check your comprehension. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Check the following statements T (true) or F (false). (1) 

a) Mirza Yousef, Parvin’s father, had three children.                      ………….. 

b) Parvin lived most of her life in Tehran.                                         …………… 

c) She never travelled abroad.                                                            …………… 

d) Parvin composed her first poem in 1915.                                     ………….. 

2) Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. (3) 

a) Did Parvin’s father have any influence on her life? Explain. 

b) How was Parvin’s marriage? 

c) Why do you think she became so popular? 
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Specify the rising and falling intonation in the following sentences.  

1. Did your brother pass his physics test successfully? ...................... 

2. When will she go shopping? ...................... 

.5 
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There are six mistakes in the following text. Find and correct at least four of them.  

I see a terrible car accident Yesterday. A blue car is driving very fast. And it went through the light red 

so careless. It hit a bus right in the side very hard. The bus driver get out and yelled very loud at the 

driver. Luckily no one was hurt. 

1. ........................................ 2. .......................................... 3. .................................................                          

4. ....................................... 5. ........................................... 6. ................................................ 
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